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OUR GROUP: The HAHN Group is your global specialist for automation and robotic solutions – in our 
US operations we develop new concepts and design individual solutions.

OUR GOAL: simplify industrial processes with automated robots, find cost-effective options and  
fulfill dynamic customer requirements through flexible automation.

OUR MARKETS/EXPERTISE: automotive, consumer goods or medical: We have proven tailor-made 
solutions for every industry. We assist our customers by creating customized, future-oriented auto-
mation and robotic solutions with innovative ideas, modern technology and comprehensive service.

One Stop Shopping for front to back end 
automation systems and everything in 

between through local specialists.



Our companies  
are great in plastics automation.
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Waldorf Technik , headquartered in Germany, has around 100 employees and specializes in the automation for 
injection molding processes with cycle times between 2-20 seconds and high number of cavities, focused on 
medical and packaging applications. Within the last 30 years, the company has become the market leader for 
pipettes and other medical applications. Waldorf Technik helps their customers to secure their success through 
experience, security and technical know-how. www.waldorf-technik.com

GeKu, also headquartered in Germany, has more than 20 years of experience and is specialized in the automation 
for injection molding processes and stand alone assembly systems. The company is focused on solutions for  
hybrid electronic parts, with wide experience in automotive, electronics and consumer goods. GeKu delivers  
automation systems (incl. insert loading) for electrical connectors to most of renowned automotive suppliers.  
Customer dedication is the key. www.geku.de

WEMO operates internationally, specializing in linear robotic systems and automation applications for injection 
molding machines. Thanks to its years of experience, innovative developments and a high degree of quality 
awareness, it has become a leading global supplier for automation in the plastic industry. Our fascination of 
technology inspired our motto: PASSION FOR AUTOMATION www.wemogroup.com


